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ABSTRACT:
The greater part of the reversible data hiding approaches proposed so far fuse a lossless information compression stage. The utilization of an elaborate data compression stage increases the complexity of watermarking. There are some watermarking plans that don’t depend on extra data compression, with respect to example, circular histogram interpretation schemes. In this paper a survey is presented on the various types of reversible data hiding process.
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[1] INTRODUCTION

Reversible data hiding (RDH) has been seriously concentrated on in the group of signal processing. Additionally referred as invertible or lossless information hiding, RDH is to install a bit of data into a host sign to create the stamped one, from which the original signal can be precisely recovered in the wake of extricating the inserted information. The system of RDH is helpful in some sensitive applications where no perpetual change is permitted on the host signal. In the writing, most of the proposed algorithm are for digital images to embed invisible data or a visible watermark.

To evaluate the performance of a RDH algorithm, the hiding rate and the marked image quality are important measurements. There exists an exchange off between them on the grounds that expanding the covering up rate frequently causes more mutilation in picture content. To gauge the distortion, (PSNR) estimation of the marked image is regularly calculated. As a rule, direct alteration of image histogram gives less embedding limit.

In contrast, the added recent algorithms dispense the added centrally distributed prediction errors by exploiting the correlations amid adjoining pixels so that less distortion is caused by data hiding. In the initial step, the complex local image correlation is simplified to a apparent statistic. Clearly, by this simplification, the image back-up cannot be absolutely exploited and it alone contributes to the additional step a apparent histogram is simple to deal with. Based on this consideration, instead of one-dimensional histogram used in current RDH methods and to better exploit the image redundancy, we propose in this paper a novel RDH scheme by using a two dimensional difference- histogram. Early reversible calculations frequently have little inserting limit and poor picture quality. In most instances of information concealing, the spread media will encounter some contortion because of information storing away and
can't be removed back to the original spread media, on the grounds that some perpetual contortion has jumped out at
the spread media even after the concealed information have been recovered out.

In a few applications, for example, restorative finding and law implementation, it is hard to turn around the stamped
media back to the first cover media after the concealed information are removed for some lawful contemplations.
There are distinctive approaches to implant reversible information in writing. Ni et al. [15] proposed a plan of
utilizing top/zero focuses in the histogram of spatial space pictures.

[2] VARIOUS REVERSIBLE DATA HIDING METHODS - A SURVEY

The In this paper, [1] Anbuchezhiyan Proposes method based on two-dimensional difference histogram
modification, a atypical reversible data hiding (RDH) arrangement is proposed by application difference-pair-mapping
(DPM). First, by emphasing pixel-pair and its context, a arrangement consisting of pairs of aberration ethics is
computed. Then, a two-dimensional difference-histogram is generated by counting the abundance of the consistent
difference-pairs. Finally, reversible data embedding is implemented according to a accurately advised DPM. Here, the
DPM is an injective mapping authentic on difference-pairs. It is a natural extension of amplification embedding and
shifting techniques implemented with histogram based RDH methods.

By the proposed approach, compared with the conventional one-dimensional difference histogram and one-
dimensional prediction error histogram-based RDH methods, The image redundancy can be better exploited and an
bigger embedding achievement is achieved. Moreover, a pixel-pair election strategy is as well adopted to priorly use
the pixel-pairs amid in smooth image regions to embed data. This can added enhance the embedding performance.
Reversible adverse mapping (RCM) [2] is a simple integer transform that applies to pairs of pixels. For some pairs of
pixels, RCM is invertible, even if the least significant bits

(_LSBs) of the transformed pixels are lost. The data space active by the LSBs is acceptable for data hiding. The
embedded information bit-rates of the proposed spatial area reversible watermarking arrangement are close to the
highest bit-rates appear so far. The arrangement does not charge added abstracts compression, and, in agreement of
algebraic complexity, it appears to be the everyman complication one proposed up to now. A actual fast lookup table
accomplishing is proposed. Swathi M, ShashiKanth proposes a method using a arrangement which is based on
capricious watermarking. An algorithm is developed which has high tolerance for abstracts ambuscade in blush
images. It works by abandoning the watermarking process, which helps to restore the exact original image which was
acclimated earlier. This is implemented application a accentuation action alleged as histogram shifting modulation,
which uses the local specifications of the pixel adjacency in an image. It is applied to anticipation errors and by
because their actual neighborhood, the new arrangement can insert data in areas added methods abort to do.

Also it uses an invariant image classification action which helps in identifying the suitable areas in an image which
can be used for watermarking. This is done application a advertence angel derived, which consists of invariant
properties. Hence in this way, the watermark embedded and extractor are synchronized for message extraction and
image reconstruction.

Reversible [4] watermarking enables the embedding of advantageous data in a host signal without host information.
Tian's difference-expansion technique is a high-capacity, reversible method for data embedding. However, the
adjustment suffers from undesirable distortion at low embedding capacities and lack of capacity control due to the
need for embedding a location map. We propose a histogram shifting technique as an alternative to embedding the
area map. The proposed address improves the baloney achievement at low embedding capacities and mitigates the
accommodation ascendancy problem. We as well adduce a reversible data-embedding technique alleged prediction-
error expansion. This new address bigger exploits the alternation inherent in the neighbourhood of a pixel than the
difference-expansion scheme. Prediction- error expansion and histogram shifting combine to anatomy an able
adjustment for abstracts embedding. The beginning after-effects for abounding accepted analysis images appearance
that prediction-error amplification doubles the best embedding accommodation if compared to aberration expansion.
There is as well a cogent advance in the superior of the watermarked image, abnormally at abinent embedding
capacities.
Zhenfei Zhao [5] proposes a reversible data hiding method for natural images. Due to the affinity of neighbor pixels’ values, a lot of differences amid pairs of adjoining pixels are according or abutting to zero. In this work, a histogram is complete based on these aberration statistics. In the abstracts embedding stage, a multilevel histogram modification apparatus is employed. As more peak points are used for secret bits modulation, the hiding limit is enhanced compared with those of primitive methods based on one or two level histogram modification.

Moreover, as the differences concentricity about zero is improved, the distortions on the host image introduced by secret content embedding is mitigated. In the data extraction and image recovery stage, the embedding level instead of the peak points and zero points is used. Some area [6] such as the law enforcement, medical and aggressive use angel system. In this Nidhi Mishra, C. M. Tiwari, adduce a atypical reversible data hiding framework algorithm which is application prediction-error amplification (PEE) in angel authentication. This algorithm makes use of anticipation errors to bury abstracts into an image. We propose that every two adjacent prediction-errors compositely make pair and consider to generate a sequence which consisting of prediction error. A allocation address is acclimated to accomplish an access of anticipation absurdity pairs. This is based on affiliation of anticipation error. Then, based on the arrangement and the consistent 2D prediction-error histogram, a added able embedding strategy, can be designed. This [7] paper proposes a adaptive image contrast enhancement based on a generalization of histogram equalization (HE). HE is a advantageous address for enhancing image contrast, but it’s after effect is too astringent for abounding purposes. However, dramatically different after-effects can be acquired with almost minor modifications.

An abridged description of adaptive HE is set out, and this framework is acclimated in a alteration of accomplished suggestions for variations on HE. A key point of this ceremonial is a “cumulation function,” which is used to map gray level information extracted from local histogram. By allotment addition forms of accumulating action one can accomplish a advanced array of effects. A specific anatomy is proposed. Through the aberration of one or two parameters, the resulting process can aftermath a ambit of degrees of adverse enhancement, at one acute abrogation the angel unchanged, at addition acquiescent abounding adaptive equalization.

The accomplished [8] two bins in the histogram are called for data embedding so that histogram equalization can be performed by repeating the process. The Reversible data hiding algorithm is acclimated for bigger attention the beheld superior of adverse added angel with added efficiency. Further, the appraisal after effect shows that the beheld superior can be preserved and as well it can be activated to medical and digital images for bigger visibility.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Advantage</th>
<th>Disadvantage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>M. Manju and Dr.V.Kavitha,2014</td>
<td>Data hiding scheme with edge prediction and difference expansion</td>
<td>Embedding payload is increased, Fewer distortions ,Capable of hiding more secret data</td>
<td>High complexity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>W. Zhang, B. Chen, and N. Yu2012</td>
<td>Decomposition algorithm</td>
<td>When the compression algorithm reaches entropy, the proposed code is found optimal</td>
<td>It only uses two simple methods to modify HS, so the problem is whether there exists other more effective modifying methods or not.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Nosrati , Ronak Karimi Mehdi Hariri 2011 And Shen Features</td>
<td>Pairwise logical computation data hiding technique (PWLC) and Data hiding by template ranking with symmetrical Central pixels (DHTC) technique features</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Lixin Luo, Zhenyong Chen, Ming Chen, Xiao</td>
<td>interpolation-error, the difference between</td>
<td>a large amount of covert data into images can be</td>
<td>Any mistake in the calculation of interpolation will affect the secret</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeng, and Zhang Xiong</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>interpolation value and corresponding pixel value, to embed bit “1” or “0” by expanding it additively or leaving it unchanged</td>
<td>embedded, and achieves better image quality. The computational cost of the scheme is small</td>
<td>information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V. Sachnev, H. J. Kim, J. Nam, S. Suresh, and Y.-Q. Shn</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Sorting technique is used to record the prediction errors based on magnitude of its local variance</td>
<td>The proposed scheme can embed more data with less distortion</td>
<td>More calculations are needed. Size of location map affects the efficiency of the system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subhanya R.J, Anjani Dayanandh N</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>uses the watermarking algorithm that embeds image/ text data, Integer Wavelet Transform and to minimize the mean square</td>
<td>Can improve the quality of the watermarked image and give more robustness of the watermark and also increasing PSNR</td>
<td>Low hiding capacity and complex computations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T. Bhaskara Reddy, Miss. Hema Suresh Yaragunti, Mr. T. Sri Harish Reddy, S. Kiran</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>This algorithm is based on Caesar Cipher algorithm, random generation technique, concept of shuffling the rows i.e. rows transposition and Huffman Encoding.</td>
<td>provides high security to an image and occupies minimum memory space</td>
<td>Some problems in the decoding section such that, here Huffman coding is used</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[6] CONCLUSION

A review on various reversible data hiding techniques is executed. Reversible data hiding techniques get popular because of the reversibility of carrier medium in the receiving part after extraction of secret data. In this paper different types of reversible data hiding techniques for digital images: Integer transform technique, Difference expansion technique, Histogram modification technique and Interpolation technique and other methods are discussed, analyzed and compared. Hence there is need of some easy and large payload capacity method of RDH which would be efficient of all the method.
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